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Explore what makes you happy, what you LOVE doing,
what makes you feel GOOD.
E

EXPLOR

Children think of things that make them feel amazing and create their own Happiness
Rockets! They use their Happiness Rockets to help them feel better when they are in a
low mood. Children choose something on their list to do, which helps them feel better.

ACTIVITIES
DISCOVER WHAT YOUR HAPPY IS!

Children can close their eyes and think about
all the things that make them feel happy and
amazing.
Ask children to imagine a perfect day or a
memory that was wonderful. Get as much detail
as possible by helping them describe it.
Use the discussion prompts to help children
create a list of things that make them feel
happy and amazing.

DISCUSSION PROMPTS
Tell me about ...

For example, children could:

A perfect day:

✺ Create a mind map with words or pictures
✺ Create happy clouds and write or draw

♥ Why was it special?
♥ What were you doing?
♥ What made it good?

inside them

✺ Make a poster
✺ Create a flip book
✺ Make picture cards

Your best day with a friend:

♥ What were you doing?
♥ What were you playing?

You could challenge older children to find
AT LEAST 15 different things.
Children can record their list in any
creative way they wish.
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RESOURCES
✓ Pens
✓ Paper
✓ Pencils

Find Your Happy

CREATE

ACTIVITIES
LIFT OFF TO HAPPINESS!
Explain to the children that we all love playing
games, having fun and sharing a laugh with our
friends. But none of us feels like smiling all the time.

Using the Happiness Rocket template provided,
children write the things from their list onto their
rocket.

Sometimes things can be tricky in our lives, and we
might be feeling very sad. This is normal and we all
feel sad sometimes.

Children can then colour and decorate their
rockets.

What might help us is if together, we make some
Happiness Rockets!
If we’re feeling sad, we could use our Happiness
Rockets to help give us the boost we sometimes
need and to remind us of all the wonderful things
that we enjoy and love.

DISCUSSION PROMPTS

RESOURCES

♥H
 ow does this make you feel?
♥ Which ideas will you put in

✓ Happiness

your rocket and why?

♥ Which ideas make you the
happiest?

♥ Which ideas do you most love

Show children how to use their Happiness Rockets
to make them feel better when they are in a low
mood. Children choose something on their rocket
to help raise their mood and feel better.

doing?

Rocket
template

✓ Paper
✓ Coloured pens
/ pencils

✓ Scissors

The rockets could be laminated and children could
take them home and stick them somewhere they
can see as a visual resource.

Children create their own Happiness Rockets!
Children choose things from their list. They could
underline, highlight, or draw circles around each one.

CELEBR

ATE

ACTIVITIES

DISCUSSION
PROMPTS

RESOURCES

Create a ‘Lift off to Happiness’ display
with all the Happiness Rockets.

♥ Share an idea for

✓ Happiness

feeling better.

Rockets

Children can share items from their
Happiness Rockets to help others with
ideas for raising their mood and feeling
better.

♥ Share an idea for

Children could choose one thing from their
list to do in school that day.

raising your mood.

EXTENSION IDEAS
Use a hypothetical situation to introduce children to the idea of
raising someone’s mood.
E.g. Someone comes into the class looking sad. Their pet is sick,
and they are worried about them. How could we help?
How might you raise somebody else’s mood?
How might you make somebody else happy?
Why might you choose to make somebody else happy?
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Activity

Find Your

Happy

Step 1

THINK ABOUT

✺ What makes you feel happy and

amazing?
✺ What do you love doing?

Explore what makes you happy, what you
LOVE doing, what makes you feel GOOD.
Create your own Happiness Rocket to help
you feel better when you are in a low mood.

Step 3

Using the rocket
template
provided, choose things
from your list to write
on your rocket.
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Step 2

Create a list
of things you
love doing and
that make you
feel amazing.

Step 5

LIST of
loves

Step 4

 olour and decorate
C
your rocket.

Stick your Happiness
Rocket somewhere
you can see it. When you are
feeling low, find something on
your rocket to do, to help you feel
better!

Activity

Find Your Happy

